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My Koi are gasping at the surface:

Most of the koi you actually see GASPING at the pond water's surface are having an oxygen transfer issue. Most folks ASSUME that there is
not enough oxygen in the water, and of course this would be the first thing

Determining male from to rule out. If the pond is warm (78 DF or higher) and there's no major
female Koi……………5 splashing or water movement (water fall is ideal) then a low dissolved oxyDaphnia & Mosquito
gen is a reasonable thought.
Larvae…………………6
Past that, oxygen transfer can be impeded by poor pond water quality, Ammonia accumulations, a low pH (cure) causing excessive sliming of
the gills, or a parasitism that damages gills and impedes oxygen transfer.
If I had koi gasping at the surface I would check the pond water temperature and make sure it was below eighty degrees F as soon as
possible. I would test my pond water for any accumulated toxin that might
hamper gill function. I would seriously consider a massive pond water
change and then a low level salting regimen.
Any case of fish illness can be simplified by KNOWING what parasites might be present. You would need a microscope for this.
+

My Koi are flashing, jumping and scratching:
Normally a koi "scratches" once or twice per day.
cont’d on page 3
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Keeps Algae Under Control



Non-Invasive Compared To Other Snails



July 13, 2014: Pond Tour in London area with the
Forest City Pond Club.
July 19, 2014: Tour at Moore Water Gardens in Port
Stanley.
July 20, 2014: Sarnia Hobby Fest
August 16, 2014: Bluewater Pond Club Tour & Barbeque.
September 2, 2014: Regular meeting at Royal LePage
building on Christina Street in Sarnia.
October 7, 2014: Regular meeting with Elections of
Officers.
November 1, 2014: Christmas Party at Nick’s Family
Restaurant, London Road, Sarnia.

Promotes Balanced Ecosystem
Algae Eating Black Japanese Trapdoor
Pond Snails are the preferred species of snail for recreational and professional pond and water gardeners world-wide. Japanese Trapdoor Snails are one of the few snail varieties that can over-winter well
and survive in harsher northern climates. Japanese Trapdoor Snails are a great asset in helping keep algae under control in your pond and water garden as they groom plants, planting-pots and water garden rocks and walls. Japanese Trapdoor Snails will tend to the ponds bottom, consuming any decaying
matter such as leaves, excess fish food, and even fish waste.
Black Japanese Trapdoor Pond Snails are live-bearing; they only breed a couple of times a year
and will not take over your pond like other nuisance egg bearing snails can and
will. In order for your Japanese Trapdoor Snails to have a positive effect on
algae growth, a minimum of 10 snails per 50 sq feet will be needed, and farm
ponds will need to have at least 200 snails to have any positive effect at all.
Blue Water Pond Club
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Koi Behavior of Diseases or Disorders
cont’d from front page

So, if you saw one of your koi scratching every hour
you would know something was irritating its skin.
That "something" can be as simple as a change in the
pH or alkalinity of the water. Temperature changes are
sometimes associated with flashing behaviors. Finally, parasitic infestations can cause flashing behavior, including
Trichodina (cure), Flukes (cure), Anchor Worm and Fish Lice.
(cure)
I would highly recommend the fastest, earliest possible
injection of antibiotics and the institution of a medicated koi food feeding regimen. antibacterial
bath has really changed everything as it replaces injections for those who are afraid to do
them. Salting the pond is also a good idea.
+

My Koi is isolating itself from the rest:

This is just the worst thing you can ever see when you look in your koi pond that was once
healthy. Probably, you added some new koi without quarantine. Now, you look in koi pond and
one or more koi may be isolating themselves away from the rest. These are the sick koi. No koi, not
even small koi, will normally isolate themselves from the rest of the koi pond. If you see a little guy
hovering behind the skimmer, the only good news is that the koi is giving you a warning sign that it's
sick. Haul out the koi and examine it closely, including, if not especially the gills! Perform all water
tests on the pond and then perform a major water change if one has not been done in the last four
weeks. Make sure that if you're using municipal water for replacement that you dechlorinate the water. If water quality checks out fine, and the fish are still isolating, you should either diagnose the
problem with a microscope or perhaps consider a lightweight salting regimen.
+

My Koi just won't eat :

A koi that just won't eat is probably in suboptimal pond water conditions. Ammonia may be
accumulating, pH could be sagging, or both. Other parameters may be out of line. I would recommend a test of all pond water parameters, as soon as you can. If a major pond water change has not
been done in recent history, I would execute a major 70%
pond water change immediately. Make sure that if you're using municipal water for replacement that you dechlorinate
the water. If the fish still will not eat, consider salting the
pond or using Terminate. Or, check your koi for parasites under a microscope. This will refine your treatment strategies.
cont’d on page 5
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About four years ago I was contacted by a gentlemen who I will call
Mike concerning the hair algae in his pond. He had dug the pond in a kidney shape and all was going well until he started adding Koi to the pond.
The water started to turn a green colour but in time that went away and
then hair algae started to start growing.
Anyway, Mike came over one day and we talked about Koi and filtration, about five hours worth. LOL I sent Mike off with a diagram for the
bio-filter and to call me if he had any other questions.
After the next few months, Mike would contact me almost every
day, sometimes more than once. For months we talked about his algae
problems and the best way to build the filter. After about a year, Mike
had made the filter and it seemed to be working well except for the farthest part of the pond from the filter. I’m not sure what the name of this
algae is but it seems to me to be cloudlike in appearance and I’ve seen
algae like this in certain ponds, even natural ponds. I have come to call it
cloud algae and it’s cause is from stagnation. I told Mike why he was
having this problem and that he should make sure that there is some type
of current or even a good strong flow from a waterfall if he had one, to
try to get rid of this problem. I also told him that part of the problem, in
my opinion, was the fact that the pond was kidney shaped and any water
movement would not be able to get to the part of the pond that was
having the problem.
Mike sent me a picture of the bio-filter he had made and the only
trouble he was having was that the water inside the filter was filling up
and going over the sides. I had told Mike that if he had one inch of hose
going into the top of the filter that a two inch abs pipe must lead water back to the pond. I suggested that he remove the 1 1/2 inch pipe and make a larger hole and replace it with a 2 inch exit
pipe. He didn’t do that but he did put another 1 1/2 inch hose about six inches from the first one.
As you notice in this picture, you can see that the water comes from the top of the filter and
goes straight down into the pond so that there is no current. It is important to have a current in a
pond so that there are no stagnant area. If you have stagnant areas in your pond, getting a small air pump with a hose and air
stone will alleviate this problem.
Anyway, for two years we talked and talked about his
problems and after a while I told him that there was no way I
could help him anymore because he wasn’t listening to anything I
had to say. As luck would have it, Mike contacted me again this
year with the same troubles and I gave him the same answer.

Lorraine
Blue Water Pond Club
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Diseases or Disorders

cont’d from page 3

This is just the worst thing you can ever see when you look in your koi pond that was once
healthy. Probably, you added some new koi without quarantine. Now, you look in koi pond and
one or more koi may be isolating themselves away from the rest. These are the sick koi. No koi, not
even small koi, will normally isolate themselves from the rest of the koi pond. If you see a little guy
hovering behind the skimmer, the only good news is that the koi is giving you a warning sign that it's
sick. Haul out the koi and examine it closely, including, if not especially the gills! Perform all water
tests on the pond and then perform a major water change if one has not been done in the last four
weeks. Make sure that if you're using municipal water for replacement that you dechlorinate the water. If water quality checks out fine, and the fish are still isolating, you should either diagnose the
problem with a microscope or perhaps consider a lightweight salting regimen.
+

My Koi ha s a kinked ba ck - Spastic Swimming :

If this has shown up suddenly, there are several possible causes but usually this is caused by a
lightning strike or electrical discharge into your water from a damaged electrical appliance. Sometimes
you get lucky and the appliance causing the trouble identifies itself by "kicking the breaker" and is off
when you simultaneously discover your koi with this symptom. When you see a koi with a kinked
back swimming spastically, don't dispair. If they have been electrically shocked, here's their prognostic
information (chances):


Big koi, kinked, right side up, normal buoyancy: Kinking may worsen and curvature can become
more severe over time. These koi have more mature musculature and are growing more slowly.
They recover more slowly.



Small koi, right side up, normal buoyancy: Kinking almost always resolves to 95% of normal,
swimming will probably return to normal. Recovery times are normally six to eight weeks. You
can see improvements within a week but it's gradual.
 Big koi, laying over, sinking: Prognosis
is extremely poor. These koi do not equilibrate and they end up being unable to support their body mass nutritionally and they
end up beating the "downside" eyeball out
of the socket as they try to swim.


Small koi laying over, sinking:

Still a

poor prognosis. These koi may be able to
eat enough to survive for a time, and perhaps equilibrate.
Blue Water Pond Club
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Koi Behavior of Diseases or Disorders
cont’d from page 5



Big koi, right side up, on the bottom: These koi will
sometimes have a swim bladder full of water. There is
a procedure with these "right side up" sinkers wherein
the bladder can be tapped, guided by Ultrasound,
and the water removed from the air bladder and a
mixture of air and antibiotics inserted. Repeated several times it is possible that these koi can be remedied.



Small koi, right side up, sinkers: 25% of these koi will die or disappear from your koi pond. 75%
will scurry across the bottom and find sufficient food to survive long enough to recover from the
condition on their own. Smaller koi are probably easier to 'swimbladder tap' but they are also
somewhat more fragile.

Daphnia & Mosquito Larvae
Editor’s Note: Over the years, I always wondered why I never
had mosquito larvae in container ponds I used to grow daphnia
to feed to my Koi fry. Here is a small excerpt of what I found on
the net.
Some people are concerned that the daphnia pool will become a major mosquito
breeding ground. This has not been a problem for me. I
sometimes get a few mosquito larvae in the early spring, but
not that many. I try to collect all of them both to feed the
fish and to keep the adult mosquito population down. Once
the daphnia get going, the mosquitoes become uncommon.
Either the daphina keep the water too clean and the female
mosquitoes won't lay eggs there, or the daphnia eat the
newly hatched mosquito larvae.

Hi everyone, this is just a reminder that the next meeting is June 24,
2014 at 7:30 p.m. It will be held in the parking lot of the Royal
LePage building for a plant exchange. Bring you extra plants and go
home with new ones. Evelyn
Blue Water Pond Club
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